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IPMX - International Programme in Management for Executives

Director’s Message
In a world where economies are integrating and technologies
are driving most decisions, leadership should encompass
values and relationships. At IIM Lucknow, we have always
stressed on building a core foundation along with moulding
the personalities as per areas of interest. While the technical
skills and expertise can be honed, we also pay close attention
to understand the nuances of the workplace to tailor the
students to be world-class business leaders. The IPMX
program aims to mould the personalities of students coming
from diverse backgrounds to converge on beliefs that would
drive most business needs while retaining their individual
competitive advantage.
The program builds on the experience of professionals and
breaks myths to understand the dynamics of the industry
and what better place than a classroom! 46 great minds,
cherry picked from hundreds of applications following a
rigorous evaluation process, brain storm on issues that affect
the industries around the world. A perspective so strong
that could alter others perspective. IPMX does not rely on
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just the theoretical knowledge, rather it encapsulates the
entire gamut by means of case studies, analysis, application
in current businesses, and research on potential avenues to
apply those theories.
The 11th batch packs in a different flavour with students
not only delving deep into business issues and realities, but
also pursuing varied interests. Right from photography to
singing to state-level sports players, the 11th batch truly
personifies diversity. The various active interest clubs along
with different study groups help students to break out of
their comfort zone and venture into different territories.
At IIM Lucknow, we aim to produce leaders who are rooted
in values, ethics, and social responsibilities while working on
path breaking ideas that have the potential to disrupt the
market.
I warmly and proudly welcome you to the Placement Season
of 2018-19.
Prof. Ajit Prasad
Director, IIM Lucknow

IPMX - International Programme in Management for Executives

IPMX Chairperson’s Message
With disruption and change being the new buzzwords in our modern
workplaces, it is absolutely essential that managers and leaders today
become change ready to adapt to this dynamic reality. At IIM Lucknow,
this is precisely what we strive towards: To accentuate new generation
managers and entrepreneurs with an ability to manage such ever
evolving businesses at the global level. Staying true to this belief, IPMXInternational Programme in Management for Executives - the flagship
one-year full time program from IIM-Lucknow - was launched in 2008: to
help experienced professionals hone their leadership skills by providing
world-class education in management.
Since its inception, the IPMX Program has enjoyed unprecedented
acknowledgement and support from the industry for preparing leaders
of such tremendous caliber. We intend to build on the immense goodwill
of IIM Lucknow and carry forward this legacy of creating industry ready
executives. It is indeed a proud moment for me to present our current
batch, the IPMX-11, a multi-faceted batch equipped with rich industry
experience, supplemented with top of the league management education
and invigorated with fresh perspectives to address ever evolving business
needs.
Prof. Chandan Sharma
Chairperson IPMX, IIM Lucknow

Career development services
chairperson’s message
Organizations around the globe are constantly on the lookout for dynamic
individuals who can take charge and help maneuver businesses through
the challenging global work environment of today. Skilled managers who
have a sound footing in handling the evolving business complexities are
the need of the hour and the International Programme in Management
for Executives(IPMX) from IIM Lucknow is instrumental in filling this
need.
It gives me great pleasure to introduce the 46 executives who constitute
the present batch of IPMX(2018-2019). These highly motivated and
talented executives have been selected after a rigorous admission process
that evaluated each individual on a comprehensive set of parameters that
included leadership qualities, past academic performance and quality of
work experience. What follows is a highly rigorous, one-year long journey
that shapes each student – giving them the skills and knowledge required
to handle complex roles with ease.
I have firm conviction that the IPMX students will be an invaluable asset
in any organization. Their ability to adapt to any situation, coupled with
the drive to make the most out of any opportunity that they come across
sets them apart from the rest of the crowd.
On behalf of Career Development Services, it’s my privilege to welcome
you all for Placements 2018-19.
Prof. Ashish Dubey
CDS Chair, IIM Lucknow
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IPMX at a Glance
Today’s global marketplace and economic climate is in a state of entropy: ever changing and fiercely competitive. There is
a growing need for highly trained and focused leadership that can navigate these chaotic waters and lead the company on
a sustainable growth path. IIM Lucknow has been at the forefront of meeting this demand for the last 34 years, having
churned out dynamic and charismatic leaders who have been at the helm of organizations across the globe.
International Programme in Management for Executives (IPMX) – the flagship course of IIM Lucknow’s Noida campus
has maintained this tradition over the last 10 years. The one year, fully residential programme for professionals with more
than 5 years of industry experience, consists of 46 dynamic individuals from diverse backgrounds. The course aims to
• Provide a platform to leverage participant’s
existing knowledge along with new
learnings and take the next big jump in
their career.
• Combine over 800+ hours of intensive
classroom sessions and workshops spread
over 4 terms and provide cutting edge
training to the future corporate leaders.

Mission Statement
Our mission is to create new frontiers every
year and push the boundaries further; to
set new benchmarks and usher in more
ingenuity, thereby making a difference to
the competitive global business landscape.

• Provide immersive international exposure
by having students complete one full term
with 7 courses at the partner school ESCP,
London.
• Curate a compelling bouquet of compulsory
industry led CIS (Course of Independent
Study) courses focussed on rich academic
output in the form of cases and working
papers.
• Expose participants to divergent views on
business and groom them for the business
world by organizing workshops and
seminars throughout the academic year.

46
800+

dynamic individuals from
diverse backgrounds

hours of intensive
classroom sessions

IPMX was a unique and amazing experience. It gave me exposure to analytical tools & techniques
which are directly helpful in my current role. It helped me complement my past experience with the
right mix of strategy and operations. Moreover, it immersed me into this pool of highly talented
individuals from diverse backgrounds which really made this journey special.
Vivek Malewar, Manager, Trust & Safety, Google (IPMX 2015-16)
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IIM

Campuses

The Noida campus is a lush, green 20 acre sprawling full-fledged educational entity with a state-ofthe-art auditorium, academic and hostel blocks, faculty quarters and sports and recreational facilities.

The shared spirit
For over three decades, IIM Lucknow has
been at the forefront of nurturing top
management graduates and moulding
them to be the business leaders of
tomorrow. Setting up the second campus
in Noida is a step further towards
fulfilling its vision - To be a preeminent
centre of excellence, generating and
imparting knowledge in management
and providing socially conscious and
globally relevant thought leadership.
Strategically located in the heart of
the bustling corporate ecosystem of
Delhi-NCR, the Noida campus is a lush,
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green 20 acre sprawling full-fledged
educational entity with a state-of-theart auditorium, academic and hostel
blocks, faculty quarters and sports and
recreational facilities. The distinctive
positioning of Noida campus as a
leader in executive education is being
accomplished through long-term
executive education programs like
IPMX and WMP for the experienced
professionals while the parent campus
in Lucknow focuses on the 2-year
PGP program. The Noida campus has
been successful in establishing itself

as an institute of repute through their
flagship IPMX programme, now into its
eleventh year with over 550 alumni who
are successfully driving growth and value
across industries. Quality learning has
always been the forte of IIM Lucknow and
the same distinguished faculty portfolio
imparts learning across both campuses.
The intensive one-year program, designed
to deliver business education with an
emphasis on both Indian and global
business environments, is steadily
preparing executives to assume the
mantle of leadership in the future.

IPMX - International Programme in Management for Executives

Program Components
The student experience at IPMX
consists of classroom learning and
also learning ‘beyond the classroom’
in the form of workshops, seminars
and industry visits. The program
components consist of core courses
and elective courses. The core
courses enhance the breadth of the
knowledge of the participants while
the electives provide an opportunity
for the participants to strengthen their
knowledge in the fields of their interest.
International immersion is an
important component of the course,
and it has been designed to expose
the participants to the social, cultural,
economic and political nuances

of countries in the developed and
developing world. IIM Lucknow has
tie ups with many foreign universities
for student exchange programs and
for the past ten years students have
been visiting campuses across the
globe as part of this program. The 11th
batch of IPMX will be visiting the ESCP
London campus for their international
immersion component. Workshops
on a wide variety of themes such as
leadership, business etiquette, market
research and public procurement are
conducted throughout the course of the
program to augment the skill level of
the participants and equip them with
varied tools and techniques.

Core Courses
Strategy

Marketing

Economics

Operations

Finance & Accounting

Quantitative Application

Human Resources

Legal

IT

International Immersion
Top management positions
increasingly go to global citizens –
people who have experienced life overseas and can
therefore understand diverse business cultures and
environments. Leveraging cultural diversity as a
competitive advantage cannot be overlooked in today’s
globalized business landscape. The 7 weeks spent at
ESCP’s London campus add a new dimension to the
learning that the IPMX students gain through the
course. It enables students to appreciate, accept and
adapt to diverse business and cultural environments.

ESCP
London

IIM Lucknow
Noida
Campus

IPMX - International Programme in Management for Executives

Curricula
The IPMX curriculum provides an advanced management foundation, which is then amplified with
specialized electives and projects that align the program with participants’ learning priorities.
IPMX exposes students to a gamut of subjects which shape their minds and thought processes to
deal with challenging problems that arise in various managerial roles.

Core
Courses

Acting as a stepping stone, these mandatory areas of study bring
in awareness, understanding and decision-making capabilities in
the areas of general management in a global business setting.

Elective
Courses

In-depth knowledge of area of interest gives students ability to
think beyond the obvious and tread on the path of becoming
the master of his area of interest.

Course of
Independent
Study:

Taking a particular area of interest beyond subscribed curricula,
this study is exploratory and prescriptive in nature. This offers
the students to delve deep into a problem or subject with focus
on its applicability to management situations.

e
Cor

e
Cor

General Management

Human Resource Management

Marketing Management
e
Cor

e
Cor

Finance

• Strategic Business Negotiation
IV
ES

• Business Sustainability and
Externalities Markets
• Management of consulting projects

EL
EC
T

EL
EC
TI
V

ES

• Organizational Behavior
• Human Resource Management

• Marketing Management – I
• Marketing Management – II

Corporate Banking & Risk Management
International Finance
Entrepreneurial Finance
Corporate Valuation and Restructuring

Cor

Cor

Communication

IV
ES

•
•
•
•

EL
EC
T

EL
EC
T

IV
ES

• Management Accounting
• Financial Management

e

e

• International Business
Communication
ES
IV
EL
EC
T

ES
IV
EL
EC
T

Product & Brand Management
Digital Marketing
Data Analysis for Marketing Decision
Consumer Behavior& Marketing Strategy
Customer Relationship Management

Operations Management
• Operations Management

• Advanced Oral Communication
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•
•
•
•
•

• Global Supply Chain management
• Operations Improvement & Consulting

IPMX - International Programme in Management for Executives

ES
IV
EL
EC
T

ES

• International Business
Environment

EL
EC
T

IV

• Managerial Economics
• Macro-Economic Environment

e
Cor

e
Cor

Business Environment

Information Technology

Cor
e

Decision Sciences
• Quantitative Application in Business

EL
EC
T

IV

ES

• Management Science in Practice

*

- at ESCP London

• Legal Aspects in Management

ES

Spreadsheet Modelling for Managers
Data Visualization and Analytics
Data Science
Big Data Analytics
IT Strategy

• Strategic Management of New Ventures
• Applied Theory in Strategy and
Competition

EL
EC
TI
V

VES
EL
EC
TI

•
•
•
•
•

• Strategic Management

Legal
e
Cor

e
Cor

• Information Technology Concepts
• Management Information Systems

Strategy

The IPMX programme has instilled in me a strong rational
predisposition while facilitating an understanding of global
concerns. I was among stellar cohorts and we were supported
by an excellent faculty, engaged in both teaching and research.
The practical oriented case studies at IIM-L still holds me in
good stead to resolve opposing views, prioritise objectives and
arrive at difficult decisions despite limited data.
Harisharan Parmeshwar, Technical Program Manager Amazon
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Batch Overview
Name

Experience

Last Organisation

Sector

Functional Area

Abhijit Das

10 yrs 4 mths

Cognizant Technology
Solutions

IT Products &
Services

Project Management, IT
Solutions

Page No.
13

Abhishek Sen

8 yrs 1 mth

CGI

IT Products &
Services

Finance, Supply chain
management

13

Aishwarya Jain

5 yrs 2 mths

Ernst and Young India GBS
Pvt Ltd

Consulting

Risk Consulting, Internal Audit

14

Ajil Philip Mammen

5 yrs 5 mths

Albatross Shipping Agencies,
Piedmont Aviation

Oil & Gas

Engineering, SCM, Design

14

Alok Kumar Dash

7 yrs 10 mths

Quest Europe Limited

Engineering

Engineering Services

15

Amit Dargar

7 yrs 8 mths

Evalueserve

Telecom

Telecom IPR

15

Anirban Chatterjee

5 yrs 7 mths

SAIL

Manufacturing

Operations & Maintenance

16

Anshuman Narang

6 yrs

Astha Packaging Pvt Ltd

Printing & Packaging

Marketing, Business
Development

16

Chayan Banerjee

11 yrs

IBM India Pvt Ltd

IT Products &
Services

Project Management, IT
Solutions

17

Gokulaparthiban
CN

11 yrs 8 mths

Caterpillar India Private
Limited

Engineering

Product Development Engineering

17

Karthik K

11 yrs 4 mths

TCS

IT Products &
Services

Pre Sales consulting, Delivery
management

18

Kunal Jhamb

5 yrs 3 mths

L & T Tech Services

Automobile

Product Development,
Technical Lead, Project
Management

18

Manish Kumar Sahu

5 yrs 10 mths

The Boston Consulting Group
(BCG)

Consulting

Technology Consulting,
Business Intelligence

19

Mudit Bansal

15 yrs

Tata Power Delhi Distribution
Ltd

Power / Energy

Procurement & Contracts,
Strategic Management, Utility
Operations , Power

19

Mudit Gupta

5 yrs 6 mths

ABB

Industrial
Automation

IT Products, Industrial
Automation

20

N Aravind Reddy

5 yrs 5 mths

TCS

IT Products &
Services

Health care & Finance

20

Naren Maheshwari

6 yrs 6 mths

Taj SATS Air Catering Ltd

Finance

F&B, Defense, Assurance
services

21

Nimish Chauhan

6 yrs 8 mths

IDEX India Pvt. Ltd

Manufacturing

Product Development, Project
Management, Technical Sales

21

Nitisha Deshpande

10 yrs 5 mths

E-Emphasys

IT Products &
Services

ERP Consultant

22

Pravin V Pillai

6 yrs 9 mths

Virtela India Private Ltd

IT Products &
Services

IT Networking, Project
Management

22

Pritam
Bhattacharya

10 yrs 6 mths

Tech Mahindra Ltd

IT Products &
Services

Customer Relationship
management, Product
Development

23

Rachit Maheshwary

6 yrs 6 mths

Accenture Solutions Pvt Ltd

IT Products &
Services

Marketing Analytics, Release
Management

23

Rajesh A V

9 yrs 6 mths

Optum
(United Health Group)

IT Products &
Services

IT Product Development

24

Rishabh Agrawal

6 yrs 5 mths

Mavenir Systems

IT Products &
Services

Product Development,
Implementation & Validation

24
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Batch Overview
Name

Experience

Last Organisation

Sector

Functional Area

Saayan
Bhattacharya

7 yrs 1 mth

TCG Digital Solutions Pvt Ltd

IT Products &
Services

Software Quality Assurance

Page No.
25

Sachin Garg

13 yrs 5 mths

Nivaata Systems

IT Products &
Services

Supply Chain, Strategist,
Program Management, Practice
Building & Development

25

Sagar Samrat Das

8 yrs

TCS

IT Products &
Services

Project Management, IT
Solutions

26

Sanjeet Kumar
Nayak

5 yrs 7 mths

Paradeep Phosphates Ltd

Manufacturing

Fertilizer and Chemical
Manufacturing

26

Sanjeeva Sarma

9 yrs 10 mths

Oracle

IT Products &
Services

ERP Consultant, Product
Development

27

Sayari Chowdhury

6 yrs

TCS

IT Products &
Services

Supply Chain Management

27

Shameek
Chakraborty

13 yrs 9 mths

Doosan Power Systems India
Pvt Ltd

Power / Energy

Engineering, Operations,
Infrastructure

28

Sheetanshu Pujari

8 yrs 1 mth

Ciena India Private Ltd

IT Products &
Services

Technical support, Pre Sales

28

Shivang Sharma

6 yrs 7 mths

EXL Decision Analytics

Analytics

Consulting, Decision Analytics

29

Shivani Dutta

5 yrs 6 mths

The Smart Cube

Consulting

Procurement, Strategy
research

29

Shreyas Cashyap

5 yrs 7 mths

Cormorant Engineering India
Pvt Ltd

Industrial
Automation

Engineering, Commissioning
& startup, Operations &
Maintenance

30

Shubhangi Singh

5 yrs 4 mths

TCS

IT Products &
Services

Product Development and
Implementation

30

Tamoghna Ghosh

6 yrs 3 mths

Deloitte Consulting

Consulting

Technology Consulting

31

Tejas Patel

5 yrs 8 mths

Ford Motor Private Ltd

IT Products
& Services
(Automotive)

Product Development,
Project Management, Service
management

31

Venkata Siva Teja V

11 yrs 10 mths

Infosys LTD

IT Products &
Services

BFSI Quality, Business
Development, Consulting

32

Vikesh Nigam

8 yrs 4 mths

Essar Oil Ltd
(Captive Power Plant)

Power / Energy

Erection & Commissioning,
Operations

32

Vinay Shankar
Pandey

6 yrs 6 mths

Indian Energy Exchange Ltd

Power / Energy

Business Development

33

Vineeth Kumar

6 yrs 5 mths

Cognizant Technology
Solutions

IT Products &
Services

Product Development,
Automation

33

Viral Pathak

6 yrs 7 mths

RINL

Manufacturing

Operations & Marketing,
Project Development

34

Vishal Kidder

14 yrs 7 mths

Infosys LTD

IT Products &
Services

Business Development

34

Vishwanathan R

13 yrs 8 mths

Infosys LTD

IT Products &
Services

IT Consulting, Project Delivery

35

Vivek Mohan Jha

8 yrs 6 mths

Vedanta Ltd

Power / Energy

Project Management,
Operations

35
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C lass

46

30

No. of
Executives

Average
Age

of

2018- 19

8.3
Average years of
Work Experience

2
Average years of
International Work
Experience

2% Finance
Power/Energy

12%

Automobile 2%

Incoming
Sectors

Telecom 2%
Engineering

7%

Oil & Gas

4%
Analytics 4%
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54%

9%

Manufacturing

4% Consulting

IT

Experience : 10 years 4 months
Function / Sector : IT | BFSI | Health Care
Roles Played : Technical Project Manager, Project Lead
Education : B.E. Instrumentation – V.T.U. | 2007

Cognizant Technology Solutions – Project Lead
• Managed cross functional, multicultural teams of 20+ developers and business consultants
spread across India, North America and Europe.
• Led various proposals, Customer presentations/ Solutions, deal negotiations and added new
logs for cognizant
• Instrumental in setting up the integration and analytical platforms for various customers
across a variety of domains.
• Proposed and Won the In-Memory Computing solution for cognizant worth $1.2 MN.
Instrumental in setting up the team and delivering the In-memory computing platform for
one of the largest EU bank
• Managed the Center of Excellence team responsible for strategic initiatives, innovations,
business technological transformations and identified avenues to increase customer
engagement.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/abhijit-das-psm%C2%AE-12236318/

Abhijit Das

L&T Infotech – Technical Lead

Seasoned professional with
experience in IT project
management, application
and product development

• Successfully delivered the platform for Customer Management Relationship and Business
process Modelling for one of the largest Banks in the world.
• Managed multiple teams spread across India, Singapore and North America. Responsible
for status update, cross team coordination between onsite and offshore, quality and on-time
delivery for all the deliverables for the project.
• Project Staffing / Demand Forecast, Timelines planning, Capacity Planning , Procurement
&requirement gathering.

Awards & Achievements

Abhishek Sen

Experience : 8 years 1 month
Function/Sector : IT l PeopleSoft Finance Supply Chain Management
Roles Played : Business Analyst as PeopleSoft Finance
Functional,PeopleSoft Technical
Education : B.Tech (Electronics and Communication) – WBUT | May 2008

CGI (India, Canada) – Lead Analyst
• Lead a team of 4 people since July 2017 without any escalations.
• Resolve issues related to P2P cycle and suggest innovations and new functionality
analysis,decreasing user requests by around 20%.
• Approving scripts to be run in Production and testing any new customizations before moving
to Production.
• Create new vendors and designing queries.
• Provide trainings on functional topics.
• Undertook a company initiative to train freshers on Technical topics in PeopleSoft,saving a
cost of around 42000-62000 that would otherwise been required for an external trainer.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/sen-a-18358b15b/

• Awarded Innovator of the Quarter for delivering automated solutions in the Integration space.
• Awarded Associate of the Quarter for proposing solutions and creating winning RFP for a
multimillion European Project.
• Certified Professional Scrum Master (PSM).
• Certified Microsoft R professional for Data Science

Citagus (India) – Consultant
• Automation of process to send data of unposted Vouchers weekly.

Birlasoft (India) – Software Engineer

PeopleSoft ERP Functional
Consultant(Finance Supply
Chain Management) – Good
at technical and functional
aspects of PeopleSoft and
good at SQL.

• Design queries based on user requests.
• Learn functionality of Accounts Payable

Wipro (India) – Software Engineer
• Create SQRs, PS queries and test scripts for various modules.
• Involved in 1st Finance Implementation Project from Wipro.
• Worked in Oracle for Fusion Migration project as a functional analyst.

Awards & Achievements
• Won Best Team Award in Wipro for 1st Finance Implementation.
• Won Best Team Award in CGI 2013 for CAS team.
• Won Pat on the Back in CGI 2014 for suggesting delivered functionality of RTVs.(Return to
Vendors)
• Won Pat on the Back in CGI 2015(1st time a CAS member was directly nominated directly by
client) for providing query to clients to reduce dependency.
• Won Pegasus for Consistent Performer in CGI 2016.
• Promoted to Lead Analyst in 2017.

Ipmx Placement Brochure 2019
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Experience : 5 years 2 months
Function / Sector : Consulting | Risk Management | Internal Audit
Roles Played : Supervising Analyst, Project Lead, Resource Manager
Education : Bachelors in Business Economics – Delhi University | 2012

Ernst and Young GBS India – Supervising Analyst
• Project lead in risk assessment dashboards, to evaluate top 5 riskiest projects of global
partners + directors.
• Resource manager for monthly + daily work for a team of 30 members to ensure timely
deliverables.
• Project Lead for Staffing model: aligned teams as per specific area requirements. Identified
training needs and improvement areas.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/aishwarya-jain-2708

Aishwarya Jain

BookingDiva.Com – Business Development Associate
• Assisted in strategising pricing policies for customers and vendors.
• Partnered in closing deals with restuarants and event organisers.
• Designed the mobile application for iOS and Android platforms.

Awards & Achievements

Ajil Philip Mammen

Experience : 5 years 7 months
Function/Sector : Engineering, Supply Chain, Design | Marine, Oil & gas, Aviation
Roles Played : Engineering, Supply Chain Management, Product Design,
Failure Analysis
Education : ME – Lehigh University | 2012

Albatross Marine Services - Technical Manager
•
•
•
•

Technical bid and cost estimate for successful 55 crore ship lease tender
Reactivated cold stacked ship from Labuan, Malaysia in 14 days in May 2017
Technical and Operations Manager for 3 owned and 15 managed marine assets
Conceived and operationalized Ministry of Shipping approved safety and ship security
management syste
• Handled RFQ and tenders for L&T, NPCC, Paradip Port Trust, Cairn Energy

Piedmont Aviation Component Services - Product Support Engineer

Hands-on mechanical
engineer with core
engineering, tendering and
compliance expertise in
marine offshore and aviation
fields.
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• Investigated and identified cause of on-ground failure of landing gear of Fedex ATR-72
• Saved $40,000 in warranty costs on Honeywell engine turbine wheels
• Designed and fabricated self centering welding jig for GTCP 36-150 combustion diffuser
reducing replacement rate by 40%
• Part of 2 member engineering group saving over ~$1 million annually by substituting OEM
components with FAA-DER approved replacements

Awards & Achievements
• IRCLASS approved ISM internal auditor per SOLAS Ch. IX
• IRCLASS approved ISPS internal audit per SOLAS Ch. XI-2,3
• Certificate in Manufacturing Systems Engineering - Lehigh University

https://www.linkedin.com/in/ajilphilip/

Risk Management, Internal
Audit and Business
Development. Consistent
high performer and
effective team player.

• Won multiple quaterly and monthly awards for, high performance and team management.
• Completed several trainings in team, people and time management and white belt Quality
control.
• Multiple awards in academic excellence, sports and athletics.

Experience : 7 years 10 months
Function / Sector : Engineering Service
Roles Played : Work Package Leader at Bombardier Transport, Train
Design Métier Expert at ALSTOM Transport
Education : B.Tech (Mechanical Engineering) – Biju Patnaik University of Technology, Odisha

Quest Europe – Bombardier Transport, Derby, UK
• Founding member of the Bombardier ODC
• Executing Pilot projects, pitching for new projects, bagged a multimillion-dollar, 6 years deal
with Bombardier Transport.
• Responsible for Maintaining low-cost offshore-onshore effort ratio and planning, designing,
and delivering rail interior work packages right from the concept design phase to the
manufacturing stage.
• Coordinating with cross-functional departments - subsystem owners, suppliers, and
various departments such as crashworthiness, quality, manufacturing, and stress analysts;
requirement gathering, Feasibility & product specification analysis, finalizing the statement of
work.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/alok-kumar-dash

Alok Kumar Dash

CYIENT – ALSTOM Transport

Product Development
(Metro Trains, High speed
Trains & Trams Design)

• Lead a team of close to 20 for Design and Mechanical Integration of metro trains and trams
sub-systems and components; responsible for project’s Kickoff to project’s delivery:
• Work allocation, quality checking, Coordinating with clients to finalize deadlines and project
cost, input gathering, providing technical direction to team, and project delivery.
• Competency building; Process improvement & productivity improvement

ACUMEN
• Started and maintained new curriculum in CAD (Computer Aided Design).
• Created and implemented marketing strategies to increase the students intake.

Awards & Achievements

Amit Dargar

Lean & 6-Sigma certified.
Led the under-frame equipment team for Kochi Metro: First metro to be designed in India.
First ever team in Bombardier’s history to design a modular bicycle stowage for a metro train.
Awarded with “CEO appreciation of the year award” at QuEST.
Won ‘Team Of The Month’ award 9 times at CYIENT.
Won ‘Best Train Designer’ at the event celebrating 10 year partnership with Alstom
Became the youngest person ever to lead ‘Methods and Tools’ department at CYIENT.
Awarded ‘Feather in Cap’ in the last quarter of 2012 for excellent performance
At Acumen, Succeed in increasing revenue by 200% in 2 years.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/amit-dargar-05407729/

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Experience : 7 years 9 months
Function/Sector : IT Telecom/ IPR
Roles Played : Assistant Manager, Evalueserve
Senior Network Engineer, Ericsson
Education : B.Tech (Electronics and Communication) – VIT University, Vellore | 2010

Evalueserve, India - Assistant Manager, IPRnD
• Managed a team of 3 analysts and successfully converted a pilot study worth $240k and
established an upside of >$2M via potential patent infringements.
• Led a team of 4 members to deliver weekly reports of new developments in IPTV, Cloud
Computing, Smartphones and App Store for one of the biggest Computer Software Firm.
• Delivered and led teams as subject matter expert for standard relevancy check projects on
telecommunication technologies like 3G, 4G, 5G, Wifi, Wimax etc.

Ericsson Global India - Senior Network Engineer

Professional with Telecom
Consulting experience
with focus on strategy,
operational improvement,
commercially led Network
Deployment Strategy.

• Provided multivendor/multi technology network service delivery for PAN India and converted
two pilot studies into recurring business accounts worth $40k.
• Implemented intelligent algorithms framework to automatically detect and resolve network
issues resulting in reduced manual errors by 60%, saved over 120 man-hours per project and
allowed Ericsson to gain new business accounts worth $500k.
• Supported solution development and pre/post sales for Core network managed services.

Awards & Achievements
• Evalueserve - “Pat on the back” for two consecutive quarters.
• Awarded out-of-turn promotion at Ericsson for quality performance in Core network KPI
optimisation projects in Airtel AP Circle.
• Ericsson - “Ericsson’s Principle Award - Speed.Delivery”
• Captained Evalueserve’s Football team and won various awards during several corporate
tournaments.
• Evalueserve - Awarded two promotions in consecutive years.
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Steel Authority of India Limited – Assistant Manager

5+ years of experience
in Projects, Operations
and maintenance in Steel
Making & Production

Anshuman Narang

• Core member of the project team involved in execution and commissioning of 1.0 Million
Ton 1x4 Bloom cum Round caster, which helped the organization increase the capacity of
saleable steel (1.7MTPA to 2.12MTPA)
• Project execution and commissioning of 125Ton Ladle furnace
• Formulating daily, monthly and annual project plans and analysis of the same using
Primavera and Gantt Project
• Involved in execution and commissioning of Water system for SMS and EOT cranes for CCP
• Was part of a core team that implemented an indigenous sensing system in casters to
minimize the sensor failure at high temp evacuation area for blooms
• Led an operations and maintenance team of 50 in 2 casters to achieve the best heat
performance in DSP of financial year 17-18
• Trained a team of 10 non executives to handle critical PLC and Drive installations

TCS – Assistant Systems Engineer (Trainee)
• Associated with development of User Interface
• Data management and testing for client McGraw Hill

Awards & Achievements
• ● Certificate in Project Management from International Institute of Projects & Program
Management
• Certificate of training in Siemens S-120 Drive
• Certificate in training in Siemens S7-400 PLC
• Felicitation award by Durgapur Municipal Corporation for extraordinary academic
performance in higher secondary level
• Merit award from Bidhan Chandra institution for academic performance in higher secondary
level.

Experience : 5 years 10 months
Function/Sector : Manufacturing-Printing and Packaging
Roles Played : Sales/Marketing, Operations, Business Development
Education : PGDM (Marketing and Operations) - FORE School of
Management | 2012

Astha Packaging Pvt Ltd – Senior Manager
• Helped to increase revenue by 20% in 4 years
• Won new clients and important accounts, including MNCs such as Pepsico, HUL, Nestle
• Expanded the business to new regions by establishing an office in Mumbai and overseeing
the Mumbai operations.
• Introduced a workflow system to streamline operations; consequently, company achieved an
improvement of around 15% in service levels.

Tecnova India Pvt Ltd – Management Trainee
• Generated business of around USD 150,000, overshooting set target of USD 120,000
• Initiated discussions with around 50 quality prospects

Awards & Achievements

Over 5 years of
multidimensional experience
spanning industries including
management consulting,
printing and packaging
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/anirban-chatterjee-3844611a/

Experience : 5 years 7 months
Function / Sector : Steel | Manufacturing
Roles Played : Assistant Manager (Operations & Maintenance), Assistant
Manager (Projects)
Education : B.Tech- Electronics & Communication – WBUT

• 2010: Finalist, Chronozone (a finance, operations and marketing competition) held by SP Jain,
Mumbai
• 2010: Winner, Ad-drishya (an advertising competition) organized by FORE School of
Management, New Delhi
• 2010: Finalist, Corragio(a marketing and branding competition) organized by IMT Ghaziabad,
Uttar Pradesh
• 2007 - 2009: Received ZD, ZDfB, and C1 Certification in German Language from Goethe
Institut.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/anshumannarang

Anirban Chatterjee

Experience : 11 years 8 months
Function / Sector : IT l Telecom | Banking
Roles Played : Project Manager, Operations Manager
Education : B.E. (Electronics And Communications Engineering) –
Rajasthan University | 2006

IBM India Pvt. Ltd. – Project Manager
• IT project manager for IT rollout (approx. budget $4 mn) for a leading Payment Bank
• Managed time-critical deliveries of Cognitive Operational Analytics, IT Operations Automation
with globally distributed teams
• Managed integration of Cat 1 applications with Security Incidents and Events Management tool

IBM India Pvt. Ltd. – Operations Manager
• Managed team in 24/7 support for supporting CRM systems
• Improved enterprise performance and reduced incidents using Lean Six Sigma Methodology
• Trained multiple teams in using Agile methodology and improvised their - value stream in
Operations activities

https://www.linkedin.com/in/chayan-banerjee84

Chayan Banerjee

Wipro Infotech – Team Lead
• Lead team to provide 24/7 CRM support

Infosys Tech. Ltd. – Individual Contributor

Gokulaparthiban C N

• Worked on a variety of projects like Application Security, BCP-DR, Solaris, Virtualization, Siebel

Awards & Achievements
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lean Six Sigma – Green Belt for using DMAIC for process streamlining
Dynamic Automation Best Team Award in Asia Pacific.
IBM Certified “Agile Advocate”, “Presenter”, “GTS Architect Foundation”
ITIL V3 foundations
Second rank in National level Seminar
Service Recognition Award
Certificate of Excellence (2015, 2017)Awards and Certifications

Experience : 11 years 8 months
Function/Sector : Product Development- Engineering
Roles Played : Team Lead
Education : B.E (Mechanical) – Anna University, Sri Krishna College of
Engineering

Caterpillar India, Chennai – Team Lead
• Led and mentored a 7-member distributed team and managed research activities with an
annual budget of $360,000.
• Resolved a high priority differential casing failure issue on off-highway trucks by identifying
the root-cause and modifying the design. The solution helped in saving $400,000 in terms of
warranty costs

Geometric Limited – Senior Analysis Engineer
• As the onsite representative, coordinated and led projects worth $200,000 in the first few
months. Bagged all 3 awards (Bingo, Kudos, and Geo-Champ) for creating a positive business
impact

https://in.linkedin.com/in/gokulaparthiban-c-n-3a582514/

IT Project Manager with
domain knowledge of
Telecom and Banking

L&T Technology Services – Executive Engineer
• Worked as an FEA analyst on projects from heavy engineering and industrial products
domains. Developed a standard methodology to do compliance analysis on orifice fittings

Expertise in Product
Development, Structural
Analysis, and Project
Management with
significant cross-functional
exposure and team handling
experience.

Awards & Achievements
• Award of Excellence presented for demonstrating commitment and excellence in the
analysis of cooling modules for Wheel-loaders.
• Building Future Leaders- A year-long program with 10 modules conducted by Caterpillar
along with other premier institutions.
• Continuing Education Program at IIT Madras- Completed 3 certification programs in structural
analysis.
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Tata Consultancy Services – Presales Consultant
• Led cross functional teams to design best fit solutions, strategize commercials, and
engagement models
• Constructed client facing solutions through due diligence, competition analysis, workshops,
and POCs
• Executed RFPs with cumulative TCV of $14M+ across multiple domains in areas of IT,
Engineering, and Digital portfolios (~81% win rate)

Tata Consultancy Services – Delivery Management

IT professional adept in
delivery management and
consulting, with a keen
focus on client liaison and
value creation

Kunal Jhamb

• Accountable for end to end delivery of IT projects, operations and shared services of large
& diverse multi-technology teams spread across geographies (Peak team size: 84, Portfolio:
$6Mn+; CSI>90%)
• Owned CSI, KPIs, quality, demand forecast & management, employee satisfaction
• Saved 30% manual efforts by leveraging innovation, building value enablers, and improving
productivity
• Strategized multiple consulting assignments with focus on TCO reduction, process
optimization and landscape transformation

Awards & Achievements
•
•
•
•

Recognized High Potential employee based on consistent top performance over the years
Awarded multiple ‘On the Spot ‘and ‘Commitment’ Awards
PG Diploma in Cyber Laws & Intellectual Property Rights
Certifications/Trainings: SAFe Agilist, PSM, ITIL V3, Cambridge Business (BEC) Higher; Trained
in PMP and Six Sigma

Experience : 5 years 3 months
Function/Sector : Engineering Services
Roles Played : Sr. Engineer
Education : B.Tech (Mechanical) – Punjab Technical University | 2012

L&T Technology Services – Team Lead
• Led Engineering team to develop Bumper assemblies for OEM for overseas market.
• Conducted design review meetings in Japan for design validation and cost reduction.
• Developed the designs to use specific maufacturing and assembly lines with minimum cost
addition.
• Developed Training manuals and program for the team.
• Worked with 9 plus nationalities.

Mothersonsumi Infotech & Design – Design Engineer
• Product development for all major German automobile OEMs
• Effectively managed remote team and achieved timely deliverables
• Developed Training manuals and program for the team.

Awards & Achievements

Product Development
(Automotive) Executive
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/karthik-krishna-moorthy

Experience : 11 years 4 months
Function / Sector : IT l Hitech
Roles Played : Presales Consultant, Delivery Manager
Education : B.Tech (Electrical and Electronics Engineering) –
JNTU Hyderabad | 2006

• Lean Six Sigma Green Belt Certification
• Spot Award at L&T Technology Services for exemplary Performance
• ‘Mother Teresa Award’ at Mothersonsumi Infotech & Design for CSR activities

https://www.linkedin.com/in/kunal-jhamb-98910917/

Karthik Krishnamoorthy

https://www.linkedin.com/in/kumanish7/

Manish Kumar Sahu

Experience : 5 years 10 months
Function / Sector : Technology Consulting | Analytics & Information Management
Roles Played : Consultant | Business Intelligence Associate
Education : B.Tech (Electrical & Electronics) – Institute of Technical
Education & Research, SOA Deemed University, Bhubaneswar | 2012

BCG(The Boston Consulting Group) (India) – Business Intelligence Associate
• Worked as a Business Intelligence Associate for FIM-BIR (Finance Information Management) project
• Consulted BCG internal team for developing frameworks to translate BCG’s source system data
structures into a coherent data warehouse architecture and building dashboards for leadership
• Responsible for the performance, integrity and general stability of the data warehouses and related
interfaces
• Applauded for bringing smart talents, assisting them and working as on-boarding advisors for them in
the firm during the initial days

Deloitte Consulting (US India) – Consultant

Information Management
Professional with a
demonstrated history of
working in the Consulting
industry

• Managed PMO activities and management reporting for a cross-functional data transformation program
to secure the delivery of promised benefits
• Conducted detailed assessment of as-is technology transfer process for Oracle Business Intelligence
Applications upgrade and prepare Data Refresh frameworks to refresh warehouse data in every 4 hours.
• Worked using multiple Data Vizualization tools such as Tableau, Qlikview, SAP BO, OBIEE to create
dashboards in Finance/HR/Procurement/Order Management modules
• Trained practitioners in Oracle Data integrator (a Data Integration tool - On Premise & Cloud) across
locations

Wipro Technologies (Bangalore, India) – Project Engineer
• Carried out Data Migration and Data Load activities using PL/SQL procedures and packages
• Prepared Database scripts and unit/system testing documents, Conducted sanity and smoke testing of
built applications
• Carried out small scale performance tuning of Oracle database

Awards & Achievements

Mudit Bansal

Experience : 15 years
Function/Sector : Procurement & Contracts, Strategic Management,
Utility Operations l Power
Roles Played : Senior Manager - Procurement & Contracts, Manager Expenditure Control, Head of Group - Revenue and Commercial
Education : B.Tech (Electrical) – Jamia Millia Islamia | 2002

Tata Power Delhi Distribution Limited
• A Dynamic and Motivated professional with 15 years of experience.
• Extensive experience in Procurement, Contract Management, and Vendor Management
• A strategic planner with experience in conducting & coordinating the project activities,
estimation & costing and the resource management.
• Diverse domain experience in Energy and Utility Operations
• Expertise in mapping business requirements and coordinating in developing & implementing
the processes in line with the pre-set guidelines
• Proven record of enhancing business processes; developed a recovery and surveillance
software and a process to identify the direct theft, tariff misuse and dishonest abstraction of
energy
• A keen communicator with strong interpersonal and problem solving skills

https://in.linkedin.com/pub/mudit-bansal/a/979/70b

• Awarded “”Applause Award”” and appreciation from Deloitte leadership for successfully implementing
Data Refresh Strategy for a major US Healthcare Fortune 500 Client. Spot awards for handling a thread
succesfully on impact day as part of Deloitte CSR initiative
• As part of Firm contribution, wrote 3 technical white papers on Data Migration and Data Warehousing
Refresh strategy. All were published in internal Deloitte Knowledge repositories and used in creating
various solution architecture for various clients
• Appreciation for in time completion of project deliverables, leading a team of 3 and hiring smart talents
into BCG Global Services

Awards & Achievements

A Dynamic and Motivated
Professional with experience
in Procurement, Strategic
Management and Utility
Operations

• Received 6 promotions, starting as Junior Engineer Trainee and currently working as Senior
Manager.
• ‘Shining Star’ for exemplary performance and contribution in the procurement and Contracts
function (2014)
• ‘Shabash Award’ for significant contribution in cost control, process improvement & revenue
enhancement (2011).
• Certificate Course in Contract Management from The World Bank (2017).
• Certificate Course in Public Procurement from The World Bank (2017).
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ABB – Senior Engineer
• Designing product roadmap, developing high value technology solutions and enhancing
functional capabilities by collaborating with technical and non-technical stakeholders.
• Conceived, designed and prototyped a patent-pending predictive analytics solution to
improve quality and reduce wastage in steel manufacturing.
• Developed productivity enhancement solution resulting in 75% reduction in open customer
issues within a span of 4 months for ABB’s Distributed Control System.
• Co-led a strategic product workshop at ABB Finland to create product road map for ABB’s
Distributed Control System.
• Represented India R&D team as a UI/UX expert in ABB Sweden for development of ABB’s
Distributed Control System’s Installer.
• Organized and conducted 20+ product demos and workshops for cross functional teams
across Germany, Sweden, Singapore and US resulting in improved process alignment and
increased operational efficiencies.

5+ years experience in
Product Development
and Technical Product
Management. Expertise
in product strategy
development, interfacing
with customers and Scaled
Agile Framework .

N Aravind Reddy

Awards & Achievements
• Lean Six Sigma Green Belt
• R for Data Science
• Awarded “xTra Miler Team Award” for resolving critical product issues faced by SADARA
Chemical Company.
• “Spot Award” for identifying architectural and design issues and introducing agile
methodology leading to project cost reduction by 5000 USD
• Awarded “xTra Miler Award” for developing a predictive analysis solution for JSW Steel
• Consistently rated amongst Top performers in all 5 years of career.

Experience : 5 years 6 months
Function/Sector : IT Services |Healthcare & Finance
Roles Played : Team Lead
Education : B.Tech (Computer science) – SRM University | 2012

Tata Consultancy Services, Hyderabad

Experience in production
support in Healthcare and
Finance domains

• Rich experience in Production support. Well versed with all phases of SDLC leading to
comprehension of client business processes. Excel at building cross-functional relationships
across organization
• Spearheaded Data validation & reconciliation report generation for improving efficiency of
overall business process through effective diagnosis of issues.
• Worked as bridge between client & development team on change requests.
• Articulated ideas & proposed alternative recommendations based on strong investigative
abilities & mind-set.
• Trained new hires on nitty-gritties of business processes and technical aspects of the project
thereby improving overall team performance.
• Appointed team lead basis superior performance & rapport building with senior leadership.
Youngest in team to receive this opportunity.
• Established clear communication with customers on calls developing sound understanding
of their business challenges.
• Conducting weekly project reviews of all active tasks ensuring achievement of defined
service level agreements.
• Designated Subject Matter Expert for Project for troubleshooting for a period of 6 months

Awards & Achievements
• Organised student quiz & coding competition as sub-events part of SRM’s Aarush (annual
tech symposium)
• Was part of Ansh initiative teaching children of labourers working in my college
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/muditgupta15/

Experience : 5 years 6 months
Function / Sector : IT Products l Industrial Automation
Roles Played : Senior Engineer | Technical Product Management
Education : B.E. (Electrical & Electronics) – Manipal University | 2012

https://www.linkedin.com/in/aravind-reddy-b66992b6

Mudit Gupta

https://www.linkedin.com/in/naren-maheshwari-02258423

Naren Maheshwari

Experience : 6 years 6 months
Function / Sector : Finance Domain - F&B, Defence Sector and Assurance Services
Roles Played : Financial Controller, TSACL; EA to CFO, Dy. Manager
(Finance), PDOECL; Asso. Executive - EY
Education : CA, B.Com

Taj SATS Air Catering Ltd. (The Indian Hotels Group) – Financial Controller
• Reporting to the CFO for strategising initiatives like SAP implementation and structuring
corporate policies.
• Responsible for liaising with consultants, MIS, budgeting & forecasting, variance analysis,
business proposal reviews and perusal of agreements from business perspective.
• Supervised a team of 14 Executives, for end-to-end finance activities.

Pipavav Defense & Offshore Engineering Company Ltd. – Dy. Manager
• As EA, closely worked with CFO on filing of DRHP of FCCB bonds issue, overseas subsidiary
incorporation and holding company merger.
• Liaise with consultants, rating agencies and bankers to avail term loans and working capital
facilities

Ernst & Young, LLP – Associate Executive

Nimish Chauhan

Awards & Achievements
TSACL
• Refund of $0.80M excess utility payments (Aging 20 years)
• Pursued Fraud audit and ensured timely closure of the matter with complete documentation
trail
• Youngest Exec. to be awarded E4 grade in the organisation

PDOECL
• Successful funding approval of $30M
• Successful filing of Draft RHP for FCCB bonds with SGX
• Successful subsidiary incorporation in Singapore

linkedin.com/in/nimishchauhan

Self motivated Chartered
Accountant, skilled in
budgeting, financial closure,
business planning, strategy
management, liasing with
external agencies and
testing controls.

• Involved in 3 Quarter Audits of IGATE Patni Computer Systems (NYSE Listed)
• Performed SOX Audit, including ToC of Procurement and FA

Experience : 6 years 8 months
Function/Sector : Manufacturing - Capital goods
Roles Played : Asst.M - Product development, Project manager,
Associate- Product marketing, Asst.M- Techincal sales
Education : B.E. (Mechanical) – Mumbai University | 2011

IDEX India (Mumbai) – Asst. Manager, Product Development and Application
Engineering
• Devised and implemented region-specific strategy to identify customer requirements ;
increased competitive advantage of clients and achieved 20% increase in revenue from key
customers.
• Managed all engineering activities related to new product development in co-ordination with
cross functional global teams through defined toll gate process.
• Developed market insight through voice of customer research, in-depth competitive analysis,
and market segmentation leading to new global product development and lead the project
with teams across the globe.

EKATO India (Mumbai) – Application Engineer

Adept professional with
extensive experience in
technical sales, techincal
product management and
product development in
capital goods manufacturing
industry.

• Revamped end-to-end sales process and developed sales kit to improve enquiry-to-order
conversion by 10% and reduce response time for quotation by 5 days
• Worked with customer and sales to integrate our technology into their process and act as a
focal point for technical correspondence with customer, consultants/contractors, vendors,
and engineering companies.

Awards & Achievements
• Received Appreciation letter from German President for successfully developing quality
system and certifying organization with ISO 9001:2008 in the first attempt with zero nonconformities.
• Conducted extensive VOC in Asia and presented business case for a new product. Led ‘first of
its kind’ software development project with teams in USA and India making it a template for
global product in technology roadmap.
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Experience : 10 years 5 months
Function / Sector : IT ERP | Heavy Equipment Industry
Roles Played : Technical Consultant, Team Lead
Education : B.E. (Electronics)– Mumbai University | 2006

e-Emphasys – Sr. Software Engineer
• Led the team involved in fulfilling an urgent tax change requirement in a span of 3 weeks.
Widely appreciated by the client for the smooth transitioning.
• Spearheaded the design and development which gives Finance Manager snapshot of
transaction data with a single click in < 20 seconds..

e-Emphasys – Software Engineer

https://www.linkedin.com/in/nitisha-deshpande

Nitisha Deshpande

• Researched, trained and mentored the team in new technology which is used in
>50% of development work.
• Conceived and steered a project which automated the critical task of updating pricing data
resulting in faster processing with zero errors which has become the USP

e-Emphasys – Associate Software Engineer
• Excelled in a project with a Japanese customer with only 2 weeks of ERP overview.

Awards & Achievements

Pravin Pillai

• Conferred with the yearly performance award twice during the work tenure
• Bestowed with quarterly awards
1) ‘Marvellous Team Motivator’ - Mentoring team in technical as well as functional roles
2) ‘Spark’ - Researching a new technology and arranging training for the same
• Recognized for note-worthy work as a fresher with monthly award

Experience : 6 years and 9 months
Function/Sector : IT Networking
Roles Played : Functional Lead/Backup Project Manager/Pre-Sales Team
Member/Technical Consultant
Education : B.E (Electronics and Telecommunication) – University of
Mumbai | 2011

Virtela India Private Limited – Lead Engineer, Network Operations
• Led the operations vertical of 20 engineers across Mumbai, Manila, and Denver delivery
centres. Conceived and implemented several processes to improve customer service,
improving accuracy by 35%.
• Spearheaded the remediation project for Fortune 60 customer to optimize performance and
mitigate bottlenecks, leading to $3.6 million tangible savings.
• Developed cookbook for new joiners and devised Standard-Operating-Procedures for
generic cases, leading to 73% reduction in TTR (time-taken-for-resolution). Structured
Proof-of-Concept of latest technologies. Augmented the research evaluation with
recommendations to Senior Management.

Tech Mahindra Limited – Network Engineer

Network professional with
dynamic work experience
in cloud based traffic
optimization, traffic load
balancing, and wireless
communication.
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• Collaborated with Business Heads of Fortune 40 customer to offer customized innovative
solutions to design branch offices with minimal costs, handling the lifecycle of the project.
• Pitched for new customers in Pre-sales due-diligence team that framed strategies with cross
functional teams. Won $1.2 million project from major channel partner.

Awards & Achievements
• ‘Star of the Month – Apr’17’: Delivered critical projects with 100% Right-First-Time
• ‘Hero of the Month – Dec’15’: Introduced continual learning cycle for engineers.
• ‘Achiever of the Month’ – Nov’13’: Set-up customer’s HQ at Russia within the expedited
deadline despite several roadblocks.
• Best Short Story - Virtela: First prize among 1000 employees.
• Department Gold medallist and University’s merit rank holder in Engineering.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/pravinpillai1989

Infor ERP Technical
Consultant working in
Logistics and Finance
domain

Experience : 10 years 6 months
Function / Sector : IT Services
Roles Played : Operations Analyst, Team Lead, Asociate Tech Specialist
Education : B.Tech – WBUT | 2007

Techmahindra Limited – Associate Tech Specialist
• Led 20 members software development team responsible for application development for
client, British Telecom, a major telecom player in the United Kingdom and Europe.
• Acted as single point of contact for project delivery in customer facing role in Germany for 2
years and in England for 1 year.
• Designed and developed change management workflow for client, helping them in retaining
ISO certification.
• Led Software Problem Management team for British Telecom’s ordering system having more
than 20,000 users worldwide.

Awards & Achievements

Rachit Maheshwary

•  Won Techmahindra Associate of the month award for delivering a critical project and
bringing in 4.9 out of 5 rating from British Telecom in customer satisfaction survey.
• Won Techmahindra Pat on the back award for successfully transitioning and transforming a
platform migration project and thereby bringing in new business.
• Won TechMahindra Cookies Award for excellent performance at project level.
• Participated in Omninet CRM seminar at Munich, Germany as a solo representative
from Techmahindra, attended the training and got certified in OmniTracker CRM basic
administration, advanced administration and automation.

Experience : 6 years 6 months
Function/Sector : IT l Marketing Analytics
Roles Played : Release Management, Scrum Master, Module lead, Mentor
Education : B.Tech (Computer Science) – Bharati Vidyapeeth University | 2011

Accenture Digital - Senior Quality Analyst
• Rich experience in working for the flagship in-house product “AMAP” of Accenture Digital
based on Marketing Analytics domain.
• Successfully managed a team of 10 for 4 releases across 6 different client deliveries.
• Worked with Tech Architects and Stakeholders in incorporating architecture level
improvements in product.
• Worked as Scrum Master and ensured project level Agile adherence.
• Involved in all stages of STLC including Strategy, Planning, Estimation and Release
Management.
• Worked across verticals in Quality Assurance including Functional, UI, Performance and
Automation.
• Actively trained and mentored over 7 new joiners..

https://www.linkedin.com/in/rachitmaheshwary/

Professional with experience
in software project delivery,
problem management,
change management and
onsite customer facing roles.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/pritam-bhattacharya-a8bb6054/

Pritam Bhattacharya

Awards & Achievements

Senior Quality Analyst with
extensive exposure to
Marketing Analytics domain.

•
•
•
•
•

ISTQB certified by Indian Software Testing Quality Board
Loadrunner 12.x and ALM v11 certified by HP.
Agile, and Application Testing certified through internal certification.
Published whitepaper on Loadrunner at organization level.
Awarded “Delivery Excellence” and “Talent Award” at project level.
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Optum Inc. (United Health Group) – Senior Software Engineer
• Led a cross functional 5-membered team to design and develop a streamlined cloud-based
application that saves US$ 4 million annually.
• Managed stakeholders, assessed change impact and change readiness to develop a patientmanagement platform for hospitals that fetches US$50 million annually.
• Assisted global service team and customers on every stage of Software Development Life
Cycle (SDLC) to identify 5 critical bottlenecks and reduced delivery time by 25%.

Tata Consultancy Services – IT Analyst

IT Product Development
with domain knowledge of
Telecom and Healthcare

Rishabh Agrawal

• Spearheaded an 8-membered team across India and UK to develop application for Ericsson
globally for a US$ 1 million project.
• Developed OSS Explorer (Service Framework) to automate standard management activities,
saving 20% time to be allocated to core functionalities of the project.
• Automated installations and upgraded procedures with an 8-membered team to reduce
turnaround time to customers by approximately 30%.

Awards & Achievements
•
•
•
•

Certified Project Management Professional (PMP) from Project Management Institute.
Certified from Academy for Healthcare Management (AHM250)
Certified financial advisor from Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI)
Placed second runner-up among over 1000 participants across different
geographies(India,Cebu,Manila,UnitedStates) in MachineLearning hackathon conducted by
Optum (UnitedHealth Group).

Experience : 6 years 5 months
Function/Sector : IT (Telecom Software Products)
Roles Played : Product Owner, Senior Validation Engineer, Product
Implementation Engineer, Software Engineer, Service Engineer
Education : B.Tech (Computer Science) – Rajasthan Technical University | 2011

Mavenir Systems – Senior Validation Engineer
• Took complete ownership of Mavenir’s core product CCPS for system test department.
• Performed end to end system testing and requirement gathering of the product for several
customers such as TMO, Vodafone, 3UK, Verizon Wireless.
• Assessed the voicemail infrastructure and identified opportunities for Mavenir.
• Evaluated various testing processes based on different operators product solution and
identified the most efficient way of doing E2E system testing.
• Developed testing framework based on customer’s requirement and fit with Mavenir’s test
strategy.
• Developed various product documents such as Release Notes, Installation & Deployment
Guide, System Test Report, System Test Plan, System Test Strategy.

Subex Ltd. – Senior Engineer

An engineer with experience
in ownership, validation,
implementation, and delivery
of IT/Telecom software
products

• Performed acceptance test with customer along with lab setup and software upgrades.
• Delivered Subex’s Revenue Assurance product to Robi Bangladesh with revenue leakage
reduced from 11.8% to 1.4% which leads to overall increase in revenue by $1M.

Huawei Technologies – Software Engineer
• Worked as a SPOC for the integration activities between R&D and customer.
• Travelled to various countries such as Togo, Sudan, Mauritius as business analyst.
• Performed data migration of 100M subscribers for various customers such as Sudan Sudatel,
Mauritius Telecom, and Togo Telecom.
• Helped product delivery team in the deployment of the product at production site.

Awards & Achievements
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/rajesh-a-v-50406055/

Experience : 9 years 6 months
Function / Sector : IT Services and Products | Healthcare and Telecom
Roles Played : Team Member, Technical Lead
Education : B.E, Computer Science – VTU | 2008

• Awarded Star Award two times for exceptional contribution towards the ownership of the
Mavenir’s CCPS product.
• Awarded Best Technical Innovator for increasing technical efficiency by reducing the manhour.
• French Language basic Delf A1 certificate holder.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/rishabh-agrawal-34a2101b/

Rajesh A V

https://www.linkedin.com/in/saayan-bhattacharya/

Saayan Bhattacharya

Experience : 7 years 2 months
Function / Sector : InformationTechnology - Software Quality Assurance
Roles Played : Senior Software Developer/Senior Test Engineer/Test Lead
Education : B.Tech (Electronics and Communication Engineering) – WBUT | 2009

TCG Digital Solutions Pvt Ltd – Senior Software Developer
• Steered Software Testing Team through all phases of application development; ensured
timely delivery of defect-free products
• Essayed key role in preparing Test Strategy/Test Plan for projects; participated in activities
such as Requirements Review, Test Strategy Review and Test Case Review
• Analyzed business cases, tracked defects and fixes in product development
• Communicated test progress and other relevant information to project stakeholders;
facilitated continuous improvements within testing processes

Praxis Softek Solutions Pvt Ltd – Associate System Engineer
• Identified various scenarios for functional testing
• Wrote & executed test suites used in functional testing
• Tested new product features, effectively performed Regression Testing of the client
applications in various platforms

Sachin Garg

Awards & Achievements
•
•
•
•
•

Professional Scrum Master (PSM I) – scrum.org
Professional Scrum Product Owner (PSPO I) - scrum.org
Lean Six Sigma Green Belt – Simplilearn (https://www.simplilearn.com/)
Lean Management - Simplilearn (https://www.simplilearn.com/)
ISTQB (International Software Testing Qualifications Board) Certified Tester Foundation
Level – Indian Testing Board (http://www.istqb.in/)

Experience : 13 years 5 months
Function/Sector : Supply Chain, Consulting
Roles Played : Vice President, Sr Solution Architect, Program Manager
Education : BE Computers– RGTU Bhopal

Nivaata Systems – Vice President, Consulting & Operations
• Managed customer engagement, project planning, resource planning, and execution and
delivery of all projects
• Supervised team of 37 including 4 Sr program managers; team has implemented 26 projects
in two years accounting for $6.4 million in revenue
• Set up new practices – Consulting, Managed services and Fleet operations.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/sachgarg/

Results-driven Software
Quality Assurance
professional having 86
months of experience,
aiding successful crossplatform integration of
business needs and
technology

LittleUtil Private Ltd – Founder and CEO
• Led the strategy, solution design, vendor on-boarding, and marketing functions of the
company

JDA Software & i2 Technologies – Sr Solution Architect

Business process
transformations, Supply
chain Solution Strategist,
Practice building &
development

• Designed customer centric supply chain solutions involving Assortment planning,
Replenishment, distribution, Fulfillment and Inventory planning for several fortune 500
companies such as Walmart, Levis, P&G, Hundai, M&S, Sprint, ASDA, Mercedes, American
eagle etc.
• Process consultancy to improve service levels, inventory levels, and optimizing re-ordering
parameters for various clients
• Led cross-functional teams spread across Geographies, and developed & mentored
Assortment practice team

Infosys Technologies Ltd – Sr Software Engineer
• Implemented Enterprise solutions; customized and localized products as per client
requirements

Awards & Achievements
• Supply chain certified by APICS; Certified by Oracle, and by Indian institute of Banking and
Finance.
• Multiple i2/JDA Product certifications.
• Multiple i2/JDA Arrow, Key & Performer awards
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Experience : 8 years
Function / Sector : IT | BFSI
Roles Played : Assistant Consultant| Platform Specialist | IT Analyst
Education : B.Tech – C.E.T, Bhubaneswar | 2009

TCS (Chennai & UK) – Assistant Consultant
• Led a 20 member team across India and UK during entire software Development
Lifecycle(SDLC) & successfully directed the on-time, on-budget completion of automating
self-help desk– worth 12FTE savings.
• Proposed the business case to tune the natural language recognition engine for the clients
in 2/3rd of the cost required by 3rd party speech scientists and won the project for my
employer- worth £4000000.
• Worked in a multicultural and multifunctional environment in fine-tuning of requirements,
assessing business benefits of automation and providing both tactical and strategic solutions
to complex business problem during the divestment of 632 branches(4.5 million customers)
of Lloyds Banking Group to form a completely new bank called TSB – worth £7000000.

linkedin.com/in/sagar-samrat-das-ab3b1760

Sagar Samrat Das

Awards & Achievements

Sanjeet Kumar Nayak

Experience : 5 years 7 months
Function/Sector : Manufacturing, Fertilizer and Chemical
Roles Played : Operation Manager, Project Manager
Education : B.Tech (Mechanical Engineering) – College of Engineering and
Technology, Bhubaneswar

Paradeep Phosphates Limited – Manager (Operation)
• Spearheaded an operation management team of 10 engineers to implement process
improvements and improve plant reliability
• Conceptualized and implemented condition based maintenance resulting in 15%
improvement in plant availability
• Designed and established a standard system to collate past operating data and predict
future demand for cooling water in plant.

Paradeep Phosphates Limited – Deputy Manager (Operation)
• Supervised operation team during commissioning and initial start-up of 23MW captive power
plant, and achieved stable operation within 2 months.
• Introduced process re-engineering and established stable operation of condensate system
leading to saving of 2000 tonnes of condensate per day.

Paradeep Phosphates Limited – Assistant Manager (Project)

High performer professional
with 5+ years of experinece
in project and operation
management

• Led cross functional project construction teams with more than 100 workmen in multiple
projects and achieved successful completion
• Implemented design optimisation and scrap reclamation system in structural fabrication to
reduce steel consumption by 25% relative to initial budget

Awards & Achievements
• Operation Analytics certification from Wharton online
• Six Sigma Green Belt from Indian statistical institute Delhi
• Received accolades and financial reward from COO for implementing scrap reclamation
during project construction
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/sanjeet-kumar-nayak-b0700066/

8 years of experience
across geographies in
software development,
project management and
client management.

• Lean Six Sigma GB
• Data Science using R
• Winner of 6 “On the Spot Awards” and 3 “Star Team Awards” for the outstanding contribution
towards the flawless delivery of projects.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/sanjeevasarma

Sanjeeva Sarma

Experience : 9 years 10 months
Function / Sector : IT Products & Services
Roles Played : Functional Consultant, Project Lead
Education : B.Tech (Mechanical) – J.N.T.U University | 2008

Oracle – Project Lead
• Spearheaded the product quality team of Oracle Payroll, a key component of Oracle
E-Business HCM suite.
• Identified risks and worked on risk mitigation strategies.
• Lead a globally distributed team of 6 Quality specialists

ADP – Senior Member Technical
• SME for “ADP - Work Force Now” product, market leader in mid-sized business Payroll
solutions.
• Worked with payroll practioners and reduced the product implementation time by 10%

IBM – Test Specialist
• As an Onsite coordinator, responsible for production testing at the client location and for the
seamless transition of knowledge from vendor teams
• Expertise in migration projects and metrics.

Sayari Chowdhury

Awards & Achievements
• Star performer of the month - IBM - Vodafone Italy Project - June 2009

Experience : 6 years
Function/Sector : IT services | Supply Chain Management
Roles Played : Functional Consultant | Team Lead
Education : B.Tech (Computer Science) – West Bengal University of
Technology | 2011

TCS – Functional Consultant

SAP Transportation
Management Functional
Consultant with experience
in development,
governance, testing and
support projects

• Specialise in SAP TM(9.2) with experience in business requirement gathering, feasibility
analysis, implementation and maintenance of operation stability.
• Expert in business process blueprinting, unit and integration testing, and preparing user
manual.
• Co-ordinated with functional and technical teams to get the requirements implemented in
the system.
• Expert in post-implementation Production support, training of end-users and handling critical
issues.
• Actively engaged in Change Management Process.
• Expert in integration of SAP ERP and SAP TM.
• Successfully driven integration project with third party logistics provider(DHL, Panalpina) and
SAP TM application,
• Single point of contact for functional team during database migration project from Oracle to
HANA.
• Expert in identifying areas of automation for SAP TM application and generating solution for
same.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/sayari-chowdhury/

IT Project Lead with an
extensive expertise on
Oracle Applications ERP
Solutions. Worked as a
quality practitioner on
diverse domains such as
Payroll and Telecom.

Awards & Achievements
• Team awarded “Best Team of the Quarter” for receiving 100% customer satisfaction index in
2017.
• Awarded “Employee of the Quarter” in 2016 for successfully driving data migration project
• Received “On the spot” award for providing training on SAP Transportation Management to
entire account consisting of 100+ employees.
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Experience : 13 years 9 months
Function / Sector : Engineering, Tendering, Site Planning & Operations
Roles Played : Sr. Manager (Service Engineering)
Group Head (Engineering - Structures & Non Pressure Parts)
Education : B.E (Civil) – North Maharashtra University | 2001
M.Tech (Structural Engineering) – Motilal Nehru National Institute of
Technology, Allahabad | 2004

Doosan Power Systems India Pvt. Ltd – Sr. Manager (Service Engineering)
• Major responsibilities included mapping the design & construction methodology of the “Flue
Gas Desulphurizer” systems, a new Air Pollution control system being installed in the old &
up-coming thermal power plants in India.

linkedin.com/in/shameek-chakraborty-9183a191

Shameek Chakraborty

Bharti Infratel Limited – Dy. General Manager & Head (Civil Design)
• Major activities included design approval for the structural design of the telecommunication
towers, Vendor negotiation for tower upkeep and maintenance works and all Civil & Structural
works pertaining to the smart city projects.

Thermax Babcock & Wilcox Energy Solutions Pvt. Ltd – Associate Manager & Group
Head (Structures & Non-Pressure Parts)

Sheetanshu Pujari

• Major responsibilities included preparing Design methodologies for the Supercritical boiler
structures, working in close coordination with the Tendering, Supply Chain and Operations
groups for different tendering and on-going project activities, Client negotiation, Vendor
negotiation and Manpower handling and scheduling activities.

Awards & Achievements
• Received an award letter of a one-time special payment of 400,000 INR from “ALSTOM
Projects India Ltd” during my stint in the company, subject to the condition that I complete 3
years of continuous service starting from that financial year.

Experience : 8 years
Function/Sector : IT Telecom
Roles Played : Senior Associate, Technical Support
Education : B.E. (Electronics and Communication Engg) – MDU | 2009

Ciena India Private Limited – Senior Associate
• Provided system level post-sales support to major telecommunication service providers
across the Globe.
• Engaged QA and engineering to efficiently manage Product lifecycle, reduce bugs and
upgrade issues.
• Managed acceptance testing for major customers in India (Tata, Bharti) with Project
management team as a SME.
• Acted as a single point of contact to the key customers in India for their network and
operations related issues.
• Led & groomed several technical support team members that translated to reduced
escalation to higher management.

Nokia Siemens Networks – Solution Engineer

Telecommunication
professional with experience
in Customer Management,
Technical Support and Presales.
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• Led and finalized proposals for several RFXs, amounting more than 100Mn USD
• Worked as product/solution SME for key projects
• Supported account mining activities such as SW up-sell/cross-sell

Awards & Achievements
• Received Extra Mile award for supporting deployment of Ciena’s first Career Ethernet
network in India.
• Received Customer First award for setting-up network monitoring and fault management
team for a key customer.
• Received Spot Award for initiating and leading cross-domain training within the team to
reduce the resolution time in critical case by almost 30%.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/sheetanshu-pujari-6786321a

Infrastructure, Energy
(Power) – Gas & Thermal
Power Plants, Steel,
Telecommunication
Infrastructure sectors

Experience : 6 years 7 months
Function / Sector : Consulting | Decision Analytics
Roles Played : Manager Decision Analytics
Education : B.E. – E&Ec, PEC Chandigarh | 2011

EXL Decision Analytics – Manager Decision Analytics, Gurgaon
• Set up and led a 5 member team of Consultants responsible for Financial Planning & Analysis
and Ad-hoc Customer Insights Analysis for a Retail Client.
• Partnered with client to work on Various Product pricing initiatives based on Customer
Engagement Score.
• Partnered with client to statistically predict the likelihood of Existing Customers buying new
products (Up-sell and Cross-sell) based on various Customer attributes.

Awards & Achievements
• EXL Mastermind Award 2015 for Out of the Box solution to a Business Problem
• Decision Analytics Rapid Training Award 2016 for Best SAS Trainer
• Excellence in Client Service award for 2015, 2016 & 2017

https://www.linkedin.com/in/shivang-sharma-3b665223

Shivang Sharma

Shivani Dutta

Experience : 5 years 6 months
Function/Sector : Consulting / Business / Marketing Research
Roles Played : Assistant Manager, CPG Practice, The Smart Cube
Education : Master of Commerce, Department of Commerce – Delhi School
of Economics, University of Delhi | 2012

CPG Practice, The Smart Cube – Assistant Manager
• Led a core team of 3 analysts to develop procurement solutions for the FMCG industry clients
to reduce category spend and optimize sourcing process
• Engaged with C-level procurement executives and supported multiple category teams
(IT, HR, Marketing, Travel, Facilities Management, Real Estate etc.) in strategic sourcing and
identifying savings levers, sourcing best practices, pricing strategy and negotiation levers
• Spearheaded a 2-month long market expansion strategy study for a UK-based global bank
looking for growth opportunities in the North American region
• Started a knowledge management repository within the company for faster and easier
access to information; helped reduce the turnaround time on projects by >20% through
process efficiencies

https://www.linkedin.com/in/shivani-dutta

Seasoned Analytics
professional with firsthand
leadership and Team
building experience

Awards & Achievements

Experienced Research
Professional with Expertise
in Business Strategy and
Procurement Consulting

• Worked with partners and engagement managers in a UK-based ‘Big 4’ company to identify
procurement trends in 2017 for the client’s annual CPO survey publication; inputs were
included in the publication that was rolled out globally
• Authored an article on “Evolving Role of Logistics as Profit Centres” that was published in InProcurement magazine, setting the foundation of an ongoing relationship with the publication
• Received ‘Smart Team’ award in Sep 2015 for effectively managing a cross-functional team on
a critical account
• Multiple recipients of Kudos award (Oct 2015, Dec 2015, July 2016, Mar 2017, August 2017) –
the award recognises an individual’s performance at any point of time in the year
• First rank holder in UG degree for 3 consecutive years (2007–2010)
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Experience : 5 years 7 months
Function / Sector : Process Control Systems | Energy
Roles Played : Executive Engineer, Functional Test Supervisor, Manager
Education : B.E (Instrumentation Technology) – BMSCE, VTU | 2011

Cormorant Engineering Ltd (India, UAE) – Manager, Safety Instrumented Systems
• Supervised a team of engineers and led the engineering and testing activities for Yanbu
refinery expansion project.
• Provided on-job training to new recruits.

Yokogawa India Ltd (India, S.Korea, S.Arabia, Iran, UAE) – Executive Engineer
• Designed and commissioned Distributed Control Systems and Emergency Shutdown
systems for both power plants and refineries in India.
• Handled functional tests and was instrumental in beating deadlines to start-up a petrochem
plant in Saudi Arabia.
• Was the single point of contact between end-user and EPC design team at the site of the
world’s largest natural gas reserve at Pars, Iran and was responsible for start-up and stable
operation of both onshore and offshore facilities.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/shreyas-cashyap-ramakrishna-067a0b36

Shreyas Cashyap

Awards & Achievements

Shubhangi Singh

• DoFS in-house certification by Yokogawa India Ltd.
• Received appreciation for commissioning South Pars- Phase12 refinery on-time despite
difficulties in procuring equipment due to sanctions on Iran.
• Received a monetary award for commissioning CA-EDC petrochemical plant in Jubail 2
months ahead of schedule.

Experience : 5 years 4 months
Function/Sector : IT Services, Telecom
Roles Played : Technical Lead - Product Development and Enhancement
Education : B.E. (Electronics & Communication) – Gogte Institute of
Technology, VTU, Belgaum | 2012

Tata Consultancy Services, Hyderabad (October 2012–March 2018)
IT Analyst, January 2017-March 2018
• Implementation of new rating-rerating system to bring 2.5 million mobile customers into fixed
billing system
• Implementation of migration of payment and remainder system out of the current billing
system to a common platform for both mobile and fixed line customers

System Engineer, October 2014-December 2016
• Design and development of replica of existing billing system, known as Ghost Billing System
to be used by customer care
• Design and development of billing of scarlet customers

Assistant System Engineer, October 2013 – September 2014
• Development of introduction of third party billing platform within then existing billing system
of fixed line services

Technical Designer and
Developer with experience in
Telecom Billing and Ordering

Assistant System Engineer-Trainee, October 2012-September 2013
• Design and development of reports used by business for various purposes (such as track of
revenue expected and generated, status of pending bill payments and so on)

Awards & Achievements
• Received On the Spot Award for Overall Contribution to the Team.
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/shubhangi-singh098/

Functional safety engineer
for the Oil&Gas and Power
domains, with over 40
months international
experience

Experience : 6 years
Function / Sector : Consulting
Roles Played : Technology Consultant
Education : B.Tech (Information Technology) – West Bengal University Of
Technology | 2011

Deloitte Consulting – Technology Consultant
• Led Development of High performance & scalable software solutions to move away from
monolithic architecture
• Orchestrated the performance enhancement to ensure High Availability of the microservices.

Cognizant Technology Solutions – Associate
• Led development of highly scalable Solutions in Java facilitating Debit/Credit Card Fraud
Detection for Barclays Africa.

Awards & Achievements
• Awarded Outstanding Contribution Award by VMware for contribution to VMware SaaS
project
• Awarded the Spot Award at Deloitte for excellent performance in VMware SaaS project.
• Awarded Certificate Of Appreciation for excellent performance in Project.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/tamoghna-ghosh-90281a117/

Tamoghna Ghosh

Tejas Patel

https://www.linkedin.com/in/tejaspatel9011/

A disciplined and versatile
professional with proven
experience in digital
enablement, building highly
available, resilient and
scalable software.

Experience : 5 years 8 months
Function/Sector : IT Services, Automotive
Roles Played : Project Lead, Software Analyst, Software Engineer
Education : B.Tech. Electronics & Communication Engineering – VIT, Vellore

Ford Motor Private Limited – Project Lead

Result-driven, highly
motivated individual
with 5 years 8 months of
experience in IT Operations.
Proven leadership skills in
mentoring and motivating
teams/individuals to
achieve organization goals.

• Worked as a Project Lead with experience in requirements gathering, solution and project
architecture, design and coding, testing and deployment support.
• Managed cross functional teams of 18 highly skilled software analysts, designers and
programmers to assure 100% production support for business operations.
• Conceptualized the idea of query optimization and automated job runs which resulted in
annual savings of ~$100K.
• Led a team to implement the Incident reduction initiative, reducing the wait time for endusers by 15%, thereby reducing man-hour efforts.
• Worked with global business end users to automate various business processes, to
restructure current services and to procure best-fit solutions in order to improve Ford’s IT
standards with problem management and continuous improvement methodologies.
• As a stretched objective, led some of the major HR engagement initiatives and significantly
contributed in achieving Ford’s ONE TEAM, ONE PLAN, ONE GOAL.

Awards & Achievements
• Certified Lean Six Sigma Green belt. - Manipal Prolearn (Knowledge Partner - ITC Infotech).
Completed 2 Six Sigma GB projects.
• Global Diversity & Inclusion awardee for Team of the Year 2015-16 for fostering a respectful
and Inclusive environment.
• GBS President’s awardee for the Team of the Year 2014-2015 for contribution towards the
organization initiatives.
• Employee of the Quarter 2013(Q2) for excellence in Application Support.
• Ford Asia Pacific awardee for addressing the security and controls minor audit comment and
for developing the risk mitigation plan for unsupported technologies for 392 line items.
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Experience : 11 years 10 months
Function / Sector : IT l BFSI
Roles Played : Project Manager , Automation Lead , Consultant
Education : B.Tech (Electronics and Communications) – JNTU
Hyderabad | 2006

Infosys Ltd. – Technical Test Lead (2006-2018)
• Managed a large multi-vendor team across India and USA in a client-vendor environment,
responsible for creating UI and web service Automation for multiple banking applications in
Mortgage domain.
• Responsible for the delivery of end to end Regression and functional testing through
Automation for all releases.
• Achieved ROI of large dollar amounts through implementation of automation across manual
testing projects with a potential of $ 1M ROI over time.
• Optimized existing automation through innovations and streamlining process with an
estimated savings of $20000 per year in last project
• Lead RFPs and performed Consultant role across the unit for automation feasibility analysis
and optimization.
• Project and people management.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/sivateja-vemuri-aaba4912/

Venkata Siva Teja Vemuri

Awards & Achievements

Vikesh Nigam

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PMP by PMI
PSM - I by Scrum Alliance
ISTQB foundation certification
Tech/Domain Champ Q3 ‘2016 by “Infosys RnR”
ART Manager award by the client, Wells Fargo, Charlotte, USA
Multiple ‘Star’, ‘Insta’ and Shared success awards with Infosys
Over 15 certifications across Domain, Technical and Management areas.
Organized “Autothon” – Automation boot camp
First in School and class representative in college

Experience : 8 years 4 months
Function/Sector : Power / Energy
Roles Played : Manager- Operations - Desk Engineer, Part of ProjectsErection & Commissioning Team for 2x750TPH Pulverised Coal Fired
Boilers and 2x110 MW GT-HRSG units
Education : B.Tech - Mechanical

Essar Oil Refinery – Manager CPP Operations, Jamnagar
• Responsible for Monitoring and controlling the operating conditions of the Power generating
unit(s) in the most effective way in coordination with refinery units.
• Respond quickly to all emergencies like fire, load fluctuations & unit trips.
• Job planning & participation in annual IBR shutdowns.
• Involved in review & preparation of SOPs (Standard operating procedures).
• Analysis of trips/failures and taking preventive/corrective actions to avoid the same in future.
• Was part of 220 MW (110 x 2) frame 9E GT HRSGs erection commissioning team.
• Was part of 2 x 750 tph PF fired boiler erection commissioning team.
• Have worked 2 x Major Refinery Shut Downs.

Awards & Achievements

Manager- Operations - Desk
Engineer, Captive Power
Plant - Essar Oil Ltd. Refinery,
Jamnagar
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• Star Fish Award- for refinery emergency handling.
• Spot Award- for refinery emergency handling.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/vikesh-nigam-11943921/

Techno-Functional Manager
leading large QA teams
in BFSI, specializing in
Automation. Adept in
business development and
consulting for Software
Automation.

Experience : 6 years 6 months
Function / Sector : Business Development | Energy/Power
Roles Played : Key Account Manager, Regional Manager, Contracts
Manager, Operations Engineer
Education : BE (Electrical) – Bhilai Institute of Technology,
Durg (CG) / CSVTU | 2011

Indian Energy Exchange Ltd – Deputy Manager
• Key account manager of Energy market- Gujarat portfolio for IEX
• Marketing of IEX products (ie Energy, REC, ESCerts) & increasing client participation of IEX in
Western Region of India in region
• Advocacy of conducive policies for business environment in the region along with keeping
track of the regulatory developments
• Impact Analysis of various policies/orders issued by CERC/ GERC/JERC/CEA/APTEL and its
implication on business
• Analysis of Tariff orders of DISCOMs for feasibility of sale of power under Open Access to
industrial consumers.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/vinay-shankar-pandey22/

Vinay Shankar Pandey

Adani Power Ltd – Assistant Manager

A professional with
experience in B2B sales in
Energy/Power

• Negotiations with potential clients on various terms and conditions inclusion in the Power
Purchase Agreements (PPAs) for supply of power
• Management of Power Purchase Agreements(PPAs) of the unit that includes scheduling,
billing, and sale of surplus capacity
• Tender participation for tie up of the unallocated power available with the units
• Energy accounting and settlement with various entities involved in the transaction of power
sale.

Avantha Power & Infrastructure Ltd – Senior Engineer
• Testing & Commissioning of 400 kV Sub-station for 600 MW Thermal Power Plant
• Coordination with Power Grid officials as and when required on operational matters

Awards & Achievements

Vineeth Kumar S

Experience : 6 years 5 months
Function/Sector : IT l Product Development
Roles Played : C# Developer, Automation Engineer, Test Lead
Education : B.Tech (Metallurgy) – NIT Warangal | 2011

Cognizant Technology Solutions Ltd, Hyderabad – Associate
• Successfully dealt with customers across the globe and provided solutions to alleviate their
pain points.
• Worked on multiple major and minor product releases related to Human Machine Interface
(HMI) Industrial Applications.
• Coordinated with customers and clients for requirement gathering and prepared Functional
Requirements and played an active role in multiple phases of the project.
• Worked in agile methodology supervising and supporting product development, testing and
resolution of the customer requests.
• Achieved 20% reduction in closure time for change requests by automating the existing test
suites and implementing continuous integration suites.
• Integrated new features in the product to alleviate customer pain points and also designed
Regression Plan for two major releases..

IT Engineer with 6 years
of work experience in
IT solutions, Product
Development, Delivery and
Customer management
for Global Scale Industrial
Automation Applications.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/vineeth-kumar-28b39a17/

• Advanced Certificate in Power Distribution Management, IGNOU New Delhi
• Certification in Operation & Maintenance of 500 MW TPP (26 weeks training), National Power
Training Institute, Faridabad

Awards & Achievements
• Received Certificate of appreciation for bringing delight to the customer.
• Successfully completed “First Time Lead” and “Performing Leads” program with good grades.
• Was awarded “Shahenshah” from Associate Director for defect-free migration of entire code
base.
• Awarded employer of the quarter for two consecutive quarters in 2016.
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Vizag steel Plant, Vishakhapatnam – Assistant Manager
• Successfully helped in commissioning and stabilization of Sinter Plant in VSP.
• Worked in different departments including both up-streams and down-streams such as
Power Plant, Fertilizer plant and even commissioning of various units.
• Coordinated with 30-40 man power daily in order to provide maximum output without delay
efectively..

Big Bang Papers - Co-founder

Industry experience as
Assistant Manager in steel
plant, both commissioning
and operations.
Entrepreneurial experince in
supply-chain and marketing.

Vishal Kidder

• Cofounder of Big Bang Notebook, started the project with the intent to provide quality and
‘informative’ notebooks to the students as per their level.
• We used to provide customize notebook as per education level of user, the project was
started from scratch so gain full expertise of supply chain and marketing.
• Opened dealership of Yamaha in Gorakhpur.and got profound experience in market demand,
marketing strategy, supply-chain and all type of man power handling.
• Event Management Company called ‘’Maitri Mahal’’. It helped me in understanding the
hospitality sector.

Awards & Achievements
• Yongest member to Represent plant in front of Parliamentary Standing Committee on Coal
and steel.
• Was awarded twice by the Governer of Nagaland in the debate competition.

Experience : 14 years 7 months ( International - 8 years in France and UK)
Function/Sector : IT I Aerospace and Manufacturing
Roles Played : Project Manager, Program Manager
Education : B.E (Mechanical Engineering) – BIT Mesra, Ranchi | 2002

Infosys (France) – Program and Project Manager
• End to end responsibility for Projects (35 M$ and 50 Resources) catering to different domains,
and departments of Airbus.
• Enterprise Roadmap & Strategy for migration, P&L, Global team delivery & resourcing sales &
marketing of products.
• Manage portfolio of applications on Java, .NET and other technologies (5 M$ and 15
Resource) and 25 development bundles/program involving different companies.
• Manage proposals and business growth opportunities through internal and external initiatives.
• Involve in procurement, resource hiring and legal aspect of business.

Infosys (France) – Project Lead

Enterprise Roadmap &
Strategy for Application
Migration and
Development,Global Delivery
& Resourcing,Project,
Program and Client
Management, Business
Development & Marketing of
products
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/viral-pathak-01a10220/

Experience : 6 years and 8 months.
Function / Sector : Operation and Marketing.
Roles Played : Assitant Manager in Steel plant and Owner in my startup.
Education : B.Tech (Mechanical) – NIT Surat | 2011

• Manage delivery of key business processes and methods across engineering, manufacturing
and information technology (1 M$ and 10 resources).
• Define and implement data migration strategy, and manage application consulting and
testing.
• Identify and develop key performance indicators to monitor the progress of Aircrafts design
and schedule through PLM.

Chemithon Engineers (India) – Engineer
• Installation of Flue gas conditioning systems and consultancy services.

Awards & Achievements
• Received Restricted Stock Units (RSU) Award in 2016 for exceptional performance at Infosys
France.
• Contributed in winning several business deals for Infosys.
• Received most valuable player award at Infosys.
• Received Best project award at Infosys.
• SAFe 4 Agilist Certification
• Infosys Project Management Certification – PM Elite
• Several Infosys Technical and Domain Certification in Java/J2EE and Aero Domain
• Scholarship from Yogada Society and BIT, Mesra.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/vishal-kidder-24779689/

Viral Pathak

Experience : 13 years 4 months
Function / Sector : IT Consulting
Roles Played : Senior Consultant
Education : B. Tech (Chemical Engineering) – IIT (BHU) | 2003

Infosys – Senior Consultant
• Currently managing a team of functional consultants and managing Project deliverables for a
Multi-Billion Pound Beverage client.
• Working on new technology ERP proposals and innovative client solutions.
• I was offshore coordinator for 1-million-dollar application and maintenance Project, managing
multiple SAP streams.
• I was part of multi-million-dollar four SAP end to end implementation projects covering
Americas, APAC, and Europe regions and involved in application maintenance project
• Monitoring and reporting of key performance indicators for better execution of Project
deliverables.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/vishwanathan-r-78b3bb56/

Vishwanathan R

Accenture – Software Engineer

Vivek Mohan Jha

BALCO (Vendata Resources) – Assistant Manager
• Played Important role in successful Erection and Commissioning Carbon plant area of 2.45
KTPA capacity Aluminium Smelter, which comprises Rodding Plant, Green Anode and Bake
oven areas.
• As shop floor manager Effectively handled managing raw materials and manpower for
Smelter’s Carbon plant to achieve Daily and monthly production targets.
• Co–ordination with overseas technology providers and detailed engineering. Monitoring
Operation and maintenance of key equipment’s of Aluminium smelter.

Awards & Achievements
•
•
•
•

Twice received Infosys “Insta Award” for successfully handling and delivering Project goal.
Received Infosys “Spot Award” for successfully client deliverables.
In BALCO, I won numerous rewards for achieving production targets in the department.
Completed Certification on “Google Cloud Platform Fundamentals: Core Infrastructure”.

Experience : 8 years 6 months
Function/Sector : Energy (Captive Power Plant 9*135MW)
Roles Played : Associate Manager, Assistant Manager
Education : B.Sc. Engineering (Mechanical) – BIT Sindri | 2009

Vedanta Ltd. – Associate Manager
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Project Management,
Operation Management,
Business Excellence,
Management system (ISO
and OHSAS)

Spearhead different cross-functional teams for major overhauling of units
Spearhead team to successfully retrofit ESP of a unit
Led team and successfully completed overhauling of steam turbine of 407 TPH TMCR
Handled installation and commissioning of boiler of 440 TPH BMCR
Modified risk mitigation plans to reduce tripping and restoration time of units
Audited unit heat rate performance and successfully completed different improvement
projects
Led two six-sigma projects and saved a total of INR 23 million/annum
Achieved more than 85% score in every external 5S audit in my area
Prepared and reviewed more than 50 Standard operating procedures and Check-sheets
Prepared Hazard Identification Risk assessment and Determining Control of more than 25
operational jobs
Reduced unsafe conditions and unsafe activities in the plant, leading to reduction in Near
Miss and First Aid Injuries.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/vivek-mohan-jha-0bba3614/

Industry Experience in
Manufacturing Project
execution, Commissioning
and Operation and in IT
(SAP) consulting comprising
Implementation, Application
& Maintenance and Solution
Design Projects.

• Worked for more than 200 billion SEK major Telecom client in Stockholm Sweden.
• I worked on application maintenance project for major US pharma client and took
responsibility for SAP logistic area’s technical enhancements and business process issues,
and successfully resolved all the business process related issues.

Awards & Achievements
•
•
•
•
•

Awarded shares of Vedanta for exceptional performance in year the 2011
Project Management Professional from Project Management Institute, USA
Six-sigma Green belt professional certified from ISI Delhi
Energy Manager certified from Bureau of Energy Efficiency, Ministry of Power
Trained in Asset optimization and Energy management system

At the IPMX program, scope for multi way learning is abundant - with a well-designed curriculum, knowledge from an
experienced classroom, sessions with eminent guest speakers and engaging lectures from acclaimed professors.

Ananya Phani, Manager (Consulting), EXL Services UK Ltd.
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Industry Partners
• Accenture India

• Gartner India Research and Advisory

• Oracle Financials services software Ltd.

• Alphonso Labs Pvt. Ltd.

• GE India

• Rivigo Services Pvt. Ltd.

• Amazon

• Genpact

• Sapient Corporation Pvt. Ltd.

• Ashok Leyland Ltd.

• Goldman Sach Services Pvt. Ltd.

• Schneider Electric India Pvt. Ltd.

• Bennett Coleman & Co. Ltd.

• Google India Pvt. Ltd.

• Shapoorji Pallonji & Co. Ltd.

• Citi

• Hero Motocorp. Ltd.

• Shell Business Operations

• Cummins India Ltd.

• HSBC Technology & Services

• Snapdeal

• Daimler India Commercial Vehicles
Pvt. Ltd.

• IBM India Pvt. Ltd.

• Societe Generale

• ICICI Bank

• Syntel Ltd.

• IDEA Cellular Ltd.

• Tata Consultancy services Ltd.

• IKEA

• Tata Motors

• ITC Infotech

• Tech Mahindra

• JDA Software India Pvt. Ltd.

• Vikram Solar Pvt. Ltd.

• KPMG

• Virtusa India Pvt. Ltd.

• Larsen & Toubro Ltd.

• Wipro Ltd.

• Maq Software

• WNS Global Services Pvt. Ltd.

• Microsoft

• Yodlee Infotech Pvt. Ltd.

• Mu Sigma Business Solutions Pvt. Ltd.

• Zee news

• Dell International Services Ltd.
• Deloitte Consulting
• Deutsche Bank
• eClerx Services Ltd.
• Ericcson India Pvt. Ltd.
• Escorts Ltd.
• EXL Services
• Flipkart Internet Pvt Ltd
• Ford India Pvt. Ltd.
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Placement Process
The institute conducts Rolling Recruitments Process (RRP) for its IPMX students, with
the process taking a couple of months to complete. As the roles on offer are senior
positions, the process provides both students and recruiters the required flexibility to
pick the right match.
Career Development Services Office plays a vital role in ensuring a smooth and efficient
placement process, acting as a conduit between the industry and the students

Pre-Placements Talk (PPT)

• When making a preliminary offer

provides a platform to the recruiters
to share details regarding the
opportunities, organization
culture and other company related
information with the students.

• When a final offer is made

In addition to information sharing,
the talks also allow both the
applicants and recruiters to connect
fruitfully. Usually a 30-40-minute
presentation is followed by a 15-20
minute Q&A session.
The recruiters may negotiate with the
candidate regarding remuneration
and other terms of employment
in strict confidence. However, the
placement committee needs to be
informed at the following stages to
ensure effective policy compliance:

• When a candidate accepts or
rejects a final offer

Pre-placement
Talks between
IIM L & Industry
Partner

Presentation &
QnA by Industry
Partner

Selection
Process

Grade Non-Disclosure
Our students have been selected
through a highly competitive
selection process and have been
through a rigorous academic
schedule. Successful completion
of the IPMX programme attests to
the candidate’s academic excellence
and management capability. IIM
Lucknow treats academic grades as
confidential and, in compliance with
its policy, does not disclose the same.

Job
offered

Candidate
accepts/rejects
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Faculty
Agribusiness
Management
• Kriti Bardhan Gupta
Fellow
IIM Ahmedabad, India

• D. Tripati Rao
Ph.D.
University of Mumbai, India

• Hrushikesh Panda
Ph.D.
Delhi School of Economics,
University of Delhi, India

• Maya Kant Awasthi
Ph.D.
G. B. Pant University of
Agriculture and Technology,
India

• Sanjeev Kapoor
Ph.D.
G. B. Pant University of
Agriculture and Technology,
India

• K.G. Sahadevan
Ph.D.
University of Hyderabad, India

• Kaushik Bhattacharya
Ph.D
Indian Statistical Institute,
India

• Sangeeta D. Misra
Ph.D.
IIT Kanpur, India

• Sushil Kumar
SSHRC, Ph.D.
University of Toronto, Canada

• Sanjay Kumar Singh
Ph.D.
Indira Gandhi Institute of
Development Research (IGIDR)
India

Business Communication
• Neerja Pande
Ph.D.
University of Lucknow, India

• Payal Mehra
MBA, Ph.D.
University of Lucknow, India

• Nandita Roy
Ph.D
Jadavpur University

Business Environment
• Chandan Sharma

• Debdatta Pal
Fellow
IIM Ahmedabad, India

• Somdeep Chatterjee,
Ph.D
University of Houston, USA

Business Sustainability
• Ashish Aggarwal

Ph.D.
University of Delhi, India
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Ph.D
University of Manchester, UK

• Kaushik Ranjan
Bandyopadhyay
Ph.D.
Jawaharlal Nehru University,
India

Decision Sciences
• Abhijit Bhattacharya
Ph.D.
IIT Kharagpur, India

• Bhaba Krishna Mohanty,
Ph.D.
IIT Kharagpur, India

• Gaurav Garg
Ph.D.
IIT Kanpur, India

• Sonia Singh
Ph.D.
IIT Delhi, India

• Y.K. Agarwal
Ph.D.
Case Western Reserve
University, Ohio, U.S.A.

• Garima Mittal
Ph.D.
University of Delhi, India

• Kaustav Banerjee
Ph.D
Calcutta University , India

• Jyotirmoy Dalal
Ph.D
Texas A & M University

Finance & Accounts
• A. Vinay Kumar
Ph.D.
Osmania University, Hyderabad,
India

• A.K. Mishra
Ph.D.
Banaras Hindu University
(BHU), India

• Ajay Garg
Fellow
IIM Bangalore, India

• Alok Dixit
Ph.D.
IIT Delhi, India

• M. Karmakar
Ph.D.
University of North Bengal,
India

• Madhumita Chakraborty
Ph.D.
University of Delhi, India

• Prakash Singh
Ph.D.
Birla Institute of Technology &
Science, Pilani, India

• S.C. Bansal
Ph.D.
Delhi School of Economics,
University of Delhi, India

• Seshadev Sahoo
Ph.D.
IIT Kharagpur, India

IPMX - International Programme in Management for Executives
• Vipul
Ph.D.
University of Lucknow, India

• Vikas Srivastava
Ph.D.
Aligarh Muslim University,
India

• Mrityunjay Tiwary
Fellow
IIM Bangalore, India

• Sowmya S
Ph.D
IIT Madras, India

• Arunabha Mukhopadhyay
Fellow
IIM Calcutta, India

• Ashwani Kumar
Ph.D.
Indian Institute of Information
Technology and Management,
Gwalior, India

• Bharat Bhasker
Ph.D.
Virginia Polytechnic Institute &
State University (Virginia Tech),
U.S.A.

Human Resource
Management

• Pradeep Kumar

• Ajay Singh

• Vivek Gupta

Ph.D.
Jawaharlal Nehru University
India

• Archana Shukla
Ph.D.
IIT Kanpur, India

• Debashis Chatterjee
Ph.D.
Pune University, India

• Himanshu Rai
Fellow
IIM Ahmedabad, India

• Pankaj Kumar
Ph.D.
University of Delhi, India

• Pushpendra Priyadarshi
Ph.D.
University of Delhi, India

• Shailendra Singh
Ph.D.
IIT Kanpur, India

• Nishant Uppal
Fellow
IIM Indore, India

IT & Systems
• Amit Agrahari
Fellow
XLRI, Jamshedpur, India

Ph.D.
Hyderabad University, India
Sr. Research Associate
M.Tech.
IIT Delhi, India

Marketing
• Amit Mookerjee
Ph.D.
Mohanlal Sukhadia University
(MLS), Udaipur, India

• Anirban Chakraborty
Fellow
IIM Bangalore, India

• Anita Goyal
Ph.D.
Jamia Millia Islamia University,
New Delhi, India

• Ashish Dubey
Ph.D.
IIT Bombay, India

• Devashish Das Gupta
Ph.D.
Dr. B.R. Ambedkar University,
Agra, India

• Prem Prakash Dewani
Fellow
IIM Ahmedabad, India

• Moutusi Maity
Ph.D.
University of Georgia, Athens,
GA, U.S.A.

• Rajeev Kumra

• Rakesh V

Ph.D.
GGS Indraprastha University,
Delhi, India

Ph.D
IIT Bombay, India

Strategic Management

• Rajesh Aithal

• Amita Mital

Fellow
Institute of Rural Management
Anand, India

Fellow
IIM Lucknow, India

• Ashutosh K. Sinha

• Satish S.M

Fellow
IIM Bangalore, India

Ph.D.
IIT Madras, India

• Neeraj Dwivedi

• Satya Bhusan Dash

Fellow
IIM Lucknow, India

Ph.D.
IIT Kharagpur, India

• Sabyasachi Sinha

• Sameer Mathur

Fellow
IIM Ahmedabad, India

Ph.D.
Tepper School of Business,
Carnegie Mellon University,
Pittsburgh, PA., U.S.A.

• Krishan Chandra Balodi
Fellow
IIM Indore, India

Operations Management

• Anadi Saran Pande

• Omkarprasad S. Vaidya

Ph.D
Lucknow University

Fellow
National Institute of Industrial
Engineering (NITIE), India

• Kshitij Awasthi

• R.K. Srivastava
Ph.D.
Virginia Polytechnic Institute &
State University (Virginia Tech),
USA
Ph.D.
Anna University, Chennai, India
Fellow
IIM Lucknow, India

• Sushil Kumar
Ph.D.
IIT Delhi, India

• Rupanwita Dash
Fellow
IIM Bangalore, India

Legal

• S. Venkataramanaiah

• Samir K.Srivastava

Fellow
IIM Bangalore, India

• Dharmendra S. Sengar
LL.D
University of Lucknow, India

• Vijay Pal Singh
Ph.D
Babashaeb Bhimrao Ambedkar
Central University, India

• Indranil Biswas
Fellow
IIM Calcutta, India

• Suresh Kumar Jakhar
Ph.D
IIT Roorkee, India
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Leadership Connect
Through the Leadership Talk Series (LTS) at IIM Lucknow, we aim to bridge the gap between classroom learning and the
ground realities of the business world by inviting industry experts, academic luminaries and entrepreneurs to share their vast
array of hard-won experiences. Not only do these sessions forge a strong and productive relationship between the academia
and industry, but also provide students an opportunity to gain crucial insight into market trends and operational challenges by
learning from the industry pioneers themselves.
These interactions are spread over the course of the entire year and the guest speakers cover both technical and soft-skills
during their sessions. Along with empowering students to grow individually as thought leaders, these sessions also provide
business leaders an opportunity to interact with the best and brightest of the younger generation, thereby helping students
gain a fresh perspective on various issues. The LTS is a forum for healthy knowledge sharing and networking between the
current and prospective leaders of businesses.

The batch was enthusiastic and participated in the session by asking several questions. They
were open to learning new skills and were keen to develop skills to do global business.
Shital Kakkar Mehra – Founder, International school of Corporate Etiquette and
Protocol, Best-selling Author, Executive Presence Coach for CXOs
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Life @ IIML
With classes from 09:30 a.m. to sometimes even 08:30 pm,
including Saturdays, ‘rigorous’ will find a new meaning in
your dictionary! However, it’s not all about studies at IIM-L.
Once the professional back pack is off the shoulder, students
take time out to pursue their interests. From amateur to
professional photographers in the ‘Photography club’, to bike
enthusiasts in the ‘Biker’s Gang’, to the poetry and prose
lovers in ‘Reading Club’, to ‘Speak’ wherein enthusiasts are
given a platform to shed their inhibitions and communicate –
effectively and authentically, we have everything to keep you
busy.

passed from outgoing batch to the incoming set of students,
to “Pravaah”, one of the biggest Inter-Corporate football
tournament with a philanthropic bend wherein proceeds are
passed onto an NGO, to “Leadership Talk Series”, wherein
industry stalwarts walk us through their journey, to “Udyam”,
wherein leaders from different strata come together to
address pertinent issues via panel discussions and national
level competitions. “Nostalgia” is our way of recognizing and
felicitating our esteemed alums for their achievements while
also being a platform for the students to engage with the
robust alumni network of IPMX.

Well, if you thought that was way too much, then Welcome
to Events! Student driven events encompass various facets
in our life here at IIM-L from “Shubhaarambh”, an official
welcome for IPMX students wherein the proverbial baton is

The one year at IIM-L will transform you in ways you would
have never imagined. It is a salad-bowl wherein one can
expect to retain their individuality while being polished in
various forms by the best in the industry.

Chairperson,
Career Development Services

IPMX Student Placement Committee
Aishwarya Jain

: +91 97182 43875

Prof. Ashish Dubey : +91 96500 05879

Kunal Jhamb

: +91 70428 84545

Naren Maheshwari : +91 99204 81350

Office in-charge
: +91 98185 54310

Nimish Chauhan

: +91 91671 15510

Sanjeev K

: +91 89788 16817

Sachin Garg

: +91 97316 61177

design@innomedia.in
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